
   

 
Minutes 
Council of Aquatic Sports – February Council 
Meeting 
 
  
VENUE: LSV 

Ian Potter Room 
   

DATE:  Monday, 19 February 2018 
  7.00pm  

 
 
 
I. Preliminaries 
 

Attendance  
Paul Puhar Phil Mawkes Mark Patterson Bruce Sampson 
Mila Martin Marlow Hosken Elizabeth Pratt Dawn Walterfang 
Samantha Cain Stuart Hamill Aaron Hamstead Judy Silom 
Lloyd Thomas Jo Pfister Peter Van Deuren Natalie Hood 
Larry Middleton Iris Cassell Max Collins  
Stuart Mackinnon James Greig   

 
20 Delegates and Proxies were in attendance  
    
Executive and Observers 

Rachael Rylance (RR) Bruce Sampson (BS) Zoe Brothwell Jake Pownall 
Brian Happ (BH) Maurice McCutcheon (MM) Fiona McCarroll Stuart Littler 
Matt (Jan) Culka (MJC) Peter van Deuren (PVD) Dwayne Cananzi Bernadette Kean 
John Clinch (JC) Tamara Brawn (TB) Sandra Madeley Simon Wilson 
Aaron Green (AG) Leonie Newey (LN) Barbara Morgan Chloe Hardman 
Ben Griffin (BG) Greg Schmidt   

 
11 observers were in attendance (see attached) 
  
Apologies:  

Mark Scott    
 

  
LSV Staff: Kirsty Clark, Alex Winterbauer, Kate Simpson and Tom McFarlane 

 
II.  Minutes of the previous Aquatic Sports previous Council Meeting: 

The council welcomed Aquatic Sports newly appointed Junior Referee, Leonie Newey. 
 
Business arising from previous minutes - RR confirmed that officials and coach’s reaccreditations letters have 
been sent with instructions on how to reaccredit. The floor asked if there was an email sent to clubs advising 
of coaches and officials expiring. AW advised that the individual was advised via email however the VSO’s 
also have a list and notify clubs at the start of the season.  The floor raised that there are officials signing on at 
carnivals that aren’t accredited. RR responded that there is a provision for trainee officials to sign on as well 
as helpers in certain events.  

     
To confirm the minutes of the meeting held in November 2017. 

   
  Moved: BH 
  Seconded: BS  
  Carried 
 
 



3. AGENDA ITEMS 
 
i. Reports 

a. Swim Representative – Aaron Green 
AG discussed that there has been feedback regarding age group gaming in Senior Carnival swim events. 
AG advised that clubs and competitors need to ensure that they are clear about which age group they are 
competing in prior to the event commencing. JC advised that there will be an amendment to the Pt Leo 
senior carnival program to allow seniors to compete in Open age group as well as U19 or U17 age groups 
in team events. 

 
b. Sports Development – Brian Happ 

BH discussed the Wieland Shield competition that occurred in January and noted that Victoria won the 
competition and shield. In regards to the Youth Pathway Cup, Victoria placed 4th overall and 3rd in the youth 
category. The RLSSA pool team placed 4th overall. BH noted that work has commenced on the High 
Performance and State Team Handbook however if anyone has any feedback please send it through. The 
EOI for management teams for IRB State Team will be released shortly.  

 
c. Board and Ski Representative – Bruce Sampson 

BS noted that he is still looking for people to join the board and ski panel. If there is anyone interested in 
joining the panel then please let him know. BS stated that feedback regarding the rounds system as well as 
full format carnival was positive however there has been confusion around the gradings. BS explained that 
the intent behind the grading system is to provide competitors with the opportunity to compete in more 
races in an equal competition field. Every finishing place obtains points where the points are tallied at each 
carnival which will provide a ranking. The ranking will then be used at the next carnival. At the beginning of 
the race Marshalls will ask if competitors know their grading and if competitors don’t know their grading they 
will place into lower grade. The floor asked what if competitors don’t want to move up into the next grade. 
BS responded that it is up to the officials to ensure that they move up.  

 
d. Surf Boats– Matt Culka 

MJC advised that the ASRL occurred over the weekend where Victoria were medalists in the open age 
category. PVD noted that Tamara Brawn did an exceptional job as an official over the weekend. MJC 
noted that the strength of junior crews has been impressive. The VSRL encourage all clubs to participate 
in competition especially the junior crews. For further information regarding surf boat competition, 
equipment and coaches please contact the VSRL. 

 
Champion Lifesaver and Patrol Comp 
MJC provided an update regarding the Champion Lifesaver and Patrol competition that took place at 
Mordialloc LSC. MJC noted that it was a small event however the juniors age category was well attended. 
If there are clubs that are interested in getting involve please provide feedback as we would like to try and 
support kids to promote the events. MJC noted that this is great for kids that are good at patrolling. The 
floor noted that too much is happening at that time of year. The floor asked if there was any interest in 
hosting a R&R for U13 – U15 as a state event. MJC stated that this is a great question and it will be 
passed on to Dinah. The floor suggested that the resuscitation side of competition could be run in winter. 
The floor noted that maybe this needs to be looked at as our focus is the athletic component and traditional 
surf sports, however there needs to be a balance with patrol and first aid. The floor noted that the calendar 
is already full that unable to attend any further events. BS said that clubs will need to choose what they 
wish to attend.  

 
e. Powercraft and Gear – Ben Griffin 

BG provided an update regarding IRB competition dates. The EOI to host carnivals went out late last year 
with proposed dates and we are now confirming locations. Once locations have been confirmed, 
information will be sent out via circular. BS asked if IRB officials training sessions will be available. BG 
responded yes IRB officials training session will be available however a date is still to be confirmed.  

 
f. Chief Referee – John Clinch 

JC advised that the belt race and tube race are to be included into the Pt Leo senior carnival program. The 
surf boats will be run on Sunday at the Victorian Lifesaving Championships. JC noted that we are looking 
for ESO’s at carnivals, if anyone is interested in this role to let him know. JC mentioned that we would like 
to see more support from clubs in attending remote carnivals. The floor asked about the numbers for surf 
teams. JC responded surf teams at Pt Leo will be 4 in a team. JC advised that there will be masters beach 
events at the Pt Leo senior carnival. The floor asked if the board rescue will be a qualifying event for senior 
state championships. JC responded that the board rescue is not a qualifying event for senior state 
championships. 
 
 
 



 
g. Junior Referee – Leonie Newey 

LN advised that the board race and aqua cameron relay may not need to be run at the junior qualifying 
carnival at Lorne due to entry numbers. LN discussed that that competitors that qualified at Chelsea will be 
placed in separate heats to those that are still to qualify. The qualified competitors may only get one run 
through the event however it is subject to the area referee on the day. LN advised that the board relay will 
not be a qualifying event for junior state championships. LN provided a reminder to clubs to ensure that the 
online google doc spreadsheets for water safety and officials needs to be completed on the Tuesday 
evening prior to the carnival that weekend.  
 
The floor asked when will entries open for state championships. KC responded entries will be open by 
Friday 23rd February. The floor asked about the board relay and qualifying numbers. LN responded we will 
take numbers and for any entries over 48 teams we will need to then work out a process. The floor asked 
is there a process that has been introduced for how the marshalling/heats will be done. Judy Silom 
responded that the results sheets include heats. The floor noted that at Chelsea junior qualifying carnival in 
the aqua cameron club switched competition hats and were actually a composite team. BS responded 
there should have been a protest made by a club so the issue is raised and dealt with. PVD advised that 
the referees need to apply the rules as per the handbook. The floor suggested that as the athlete 
numbering system is working well in seniors maybe it could be implemented at juniors to ensure cheating 
doesn’t occur.  

 
h. Beach Events – Maurice McCutcheon 

MM advised that the start time for the senior beach carnival at Altona is 8.30am. MM noted that we would 
like to see support from clubs for the discipline event carnivals. MM noted that we need more officials in 
the beach area as beach officials are asking parents and helpers to assist. MM advised that for the beach 
events at the Victorian Lifesaving Championships depending on the tides beach sprints and relays will be 
on one day and beach flags will be held on a separate day. The open mixed beach relay will be double 
points at states.  

 
 

ii. Sport Admin Review Update 
KS provided an update in regards to Aquatic Sport and discussed that she is now the General Manager of 
Aquatic Sport and Education. This change has come about from the review. A number of administration 
themes have been identified. We are still collecting feedback as we are in the discovery phase which will 
continue until end of March. 

 
Themes identified: 
- Calendar management 
- Event management 
- Carnival logistics 
- Marketing 
- Safety risk management 
- People development 

 
The floor asked if it is a national or state review. KS responded that it is a LSV initiative and only LSV 
review. 

 
iii. Event Clarification 

The floor asked about composite teams in the aqua cameron which was voted on at the last Aquatic Sport 
Council meeting in November as by not allowing composite teams to compete conflicts with the handbook 
about being inclusive. RR responded that in the handbook it does state there is a ballot system for 
composite teams at state championships. The floor asked why can’t we put forward teams and create our 
own instead of ballot. BS responded due to clubs that may not have anyone close to each other. The floor 
asked could there be a compromise so that there could be wildcard entries for composite teams. RR 
respond part of the reason for a ballot system is that last season children were getting kicked out of 
composite teams. AG noted that we took in a lot of feedback regarding composite teams and the outcome 
was a ballot system. RR noted that if we have teams that don’t attend state championships we could look 
at allocating composite teams in a ballot system.  The floor asked if this could be reviewed at the end of 
the season. MJC suggested that as Leonie is looking for members to form a working group – this can be 
raised in the group for review.  

 
The floor advised that they were told that no jewelry is permitted to be worn however at NSW they wear 
the RFID bracelets. BS noted that we can have it as a local rule that no jewelry is to be worn as this policy 
was updated by SLSA after the handbook was released. 

 
 



 
iv. Pool and IRB Dates 

KC advised that pools locations are being confirmed and once venues have been finalized the dates will 
be released.  

 
v. 2018/19 Sport Calendar 

AW advised that only 7 clubs had submitted EOI’s to host carnivals in the 2017/18 season. If clubs want 
to host carnivals in various locations then clubs need to step up and be prepared to host carnivals 
otherwise the calendar will be limited in venues. BS noted that clubs need to step up and submit an EOI. 
The floor suggested that carnivals aren’t held on a Saturday due to school sport. The floor asked about 
programs and when it will be released. KC advised a committee has been working on the programs and 
as we now have a junior referee this will now be addressed.  

 
vi. Workshop Discussion 

RR provided an overview of the discussion paper. It was noted that this was tabled last year and needed 
to be brought back by a committee for review.  This discussion is for the state championships only and not 
for carnivals. For those that are attending the meeting online we request that you send through feedback 
to sport@lsv.com.au and it will be also taken into consideration. The feedback will then be collated and 
discussed at the next Aquatic Sport Council meeting in May. BH provided insight to the proposal and 
background behind issues such as fatigue, reduced numbers, finding passion for the sport, duty of care, 
increased numbers in juniors. We need to look at where will we see sport in 5 years’ time as our current 
format cannot continue. The floor asked if this is in relation to Aussies. BH responded no this is an LSV 
issue. The floor asked how the feedback has been with splitting Aussies. Mike Martin responded that 
SLSA is still reviewing this.  

 
Workshop commenced with feedback collated. 

 
5. GENERAL BUSINESS  

South Melbourne Carnival –  The floor provided feedback regarding the carnival. As the program was smaller 
and there was a smaller number of competitors the area referees ran additional events with mixed gender 
races and competitors loved it.  

  
Minutes and notices – The floor asked if notifications of minutes, discussion paper could they be circulated to 
officials, team managers and club coaches. KC advised they are available on the website and distributed via 
circular. 

 
Reels disqualifications at South Melbourne. The floor noted that it was disappointing that disqualifications 
were enforced and reels not being able to be checked prior to this carnival. The floor suggested that 
information about reel specifications needs to be communicated via circular a couple of weeks prior to states 
so that clubs can check prior to the carnival. 

 
Judiciary – The floor suggested that judiciary issues should be listed on the website so that Officials are aware 
of who isn’t allowed to compete. PVD responded that it would be a breach of privacy. AG said competitor 
issues would be picked up in the entries. TB noted that this is a member protection issue and it is between the 
member and the Aquatic Sport Executive.  

 
6. Next meeting  

Monday, 21st May 2018 

mailto:sport@lsv.com.au

